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Abstract
We propose a model for XML update primitives of the W3C
XQuery Update Facility as parameterized rewriting rules ofthe
form: ”insert an unranked tree from a regular tree languageL as
the first child of a node labeled bya”. For these rules, we give type
inference algorithms, considering types defined by severalclasses
of unranked tree automata. These type inference algorithmsare
directly applicable to XML static typechecking, which is the prob-
lem of verifying whether, a given document transformation always
converts source documents of a given input type into documents
of a given output type. We show that typechecking for arbitrary
sequences of XML update primitives can be done in polynomial
time when the unranked tree automaton defining the output type
is deterministic and complete, and that it is EXPTIME-complete
otherwise.
We then apply the results to the verification of access control
policies for XML updates. We propose in particular a polynomial
time algorithm for the problem of local consistency of a policy,
that is, for deciding the non-existence of a sequence of authorized
update operations starting from a given document that simulates a
forbidden update operation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [SOFTWARE ENGI-
NEERING]: Software/Program VerificationFormal methods, model
checking]

General Terms Verification, Languages, Theory, Security

Keywords XML Updates, Static Typechecking, XML Access
Control Policies, Term Rewriting, Hedge Automata

1. Introduction
XQuery language has been extended to XQuery Update Facility[8]
in order to provide convenient means of modifying XML docu-
ments or data. The language is a candidate recommendation from
W3C and adds imperative operations that permit one e.g. to update
some parts of a document while leaving the rest unchanged. This
includes rename, insert, replace and delete operations at the node
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level. Compared to other transformation languages (such a XSLT),
XQuery Update Facility is considered to offer concise, readable so-
lutions.

A central problem in XML document processing isstatic type-
checking. This problem amounts to verifying at compile time that
every output XML document which is the result of a specified query
or transformation applied to an input document with a valid input
type has a valid output type. However for transformation languages
such as the one provided by XQuery Update Facility, the output
type of (iterated) applications of update primitives are not easy to
predict. Another important issue for XML data processing isthe
specification and enforcement of access policies. A large amount
of work has been devoted to secure XML querying. But most of the
work focus on read-only rights, and very few have consideredup-
date rights for a model based on XQuery Update Facility operations
e.g. [6, 17].

In the domain of infinite state systems and program verification,
several approaches such as regular model checking rely on algo-
rithms computing the rewrite closure of tree automata languages,
see e.g. [5, 15, 19]. It seems natural to consider such tree au-
tomata techniques for verification problems related to the typing
of XML documents and XML transformations, in particular XML
updates [8]. Indeed, XML documents are commonly represented
as finite labeled unranked trees, and most of the typing formalisms
currently used for XML are based on finite tree automata [30, 35].

A standard approach to XML typechecking is forward (resp.
backward)type inference, that is, the computation of an output
(resp. input) XML type given an input (resp. output) type anda tree
transformation. Then the typechecking itself can be reduced to the
verification of inclusion of the computed type in the given output
or input type, see [28] for an example of backward type inference
procedure.

In this paper, we consider the problem of typechecking arbitrary
sequences of operations taken in a given set of atomic updateprimi-
tives. We propose a modeling of (possibly infinite) sets of primitive
update operations of the W3C XQuery Update Facility proposal [8]
in terms of rewrite rules with parameters and XPath expressions for
the selection of the rewrite positions. The update operations include
renaming, insertion, deletion and replacement in XML documents,
and some extensions, like the deletion of one single node (preserv-
ing its descendant) instead of the deletion of a whole subtree. For
several subclasses of these operations, we derive algorithms of syn-
thesis of unranked tree automata, yielding both forward andback-
ward type inference results. Since update operations, beside rela-
beling document nodes, can create and delete entire XML frag-
ments, modifying a document’s structure, it is not obvious how to
infer the type of updated documents. Former tree automata comple-
tion constructions like [15] work for automata computing onranked
trees. Here, we consider unranked ordered trees, and our construc-
tions are non trivial adaptations of former tree automata completion
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procedures, where, starting from an initial automaton, newtransi-
tions rules are added and existing transition rules are recursively
modified. Moreover, we show that some update operations do not
preserve regular tree languages (i.e. languages of hedge automata)
and that for the type inference for these operations, we needto con-
sider a larger and less mainstream class of decidable unranked tree
recognizers called context-free hedge automata.

One of our motivations for this study is the static analysis of ac-
cess control policies (ACP) for XML updates. We consider twoap-
proaches for this problem. The first approach addressesrule-based
specifications of ACPs, where the operations allowed, resp.forbid-
den, to a user are specified as two sets of atomic update primi-
tives [6, 17]. We show in particular how to apply our type infer-
ence results to the verification of local consistency of ACPs, i.e.
whether no sequence of allowed updates starting from a givendoc-
ument can achieve an explicitly forbidden update. Such situations
may lead to serious security breaches which are challengingto de-
tect according to [17]. In the second approach (DTD-basedXML
ACPs) the ACP is defined by adding security annotations to a DTD
D, as in [14, 17]. In this case, it is required to check the validity
of the document wrtD before applying every update operation. We
show that under this restriction typechecking becomes undecidable.

Related work: Many works have employed tree automata to com-
pute sets of descendants for standard (ranked) term rewriting (see
e.g. [15]). Regular model checking [4] is extended to hedge rewrit-
ing and hedge automata in [39], which gives a procedure to com-
pute reachability setsapproximations. Here we compute exact
reachability sets for some classes of hedge rewrite systems. For
some results we need context-free hedge automata, a more general
class than the regular hedge automata of [39].

When considering real programming languages like XDuce or
CDuce [3] for writing transformations, typechecking is generally
undecidable and approximations must be applied. In order toobtain
exact algorithms, several approaches define conveniently abstract
formalisms for representing transformations. Let us cite for in-
stance TL (the transformation language) [25] and macro treetrans-
ducers (MTT) [26, 34], andk-pebble tree transducers (k-PTT) [28],
a powerful model defined so as to cover relevant fragments of
XSLT [22] and other XML transformation languages. Some restric-
tions on schema languages and on top down tree transducers (on
which transformations are based) have also been studied [12, 27]
in order to obtain PTIME typechecking procedures. [40] propose a
backward type inference algorithm (based on tree automata tech-
niques) for an XSLT fragment without XPath but with recursive
calls. In a comparable approach, [16] propose a backward type in-
ference algorithm for MTTs based on alternating tree automata, op-
timized towards practicability.

In this paper, we consider unrestricted applications of updates,
unlike e.g. top-down transductions in [27]. It is shown in [28] that
the set of output trees of a k-PTT for a fixed input tree is a regular
tree language. In contrast, we shall see (Example 4 below) that it is
not the case for the iteration of some update operations, andthere-
fore that such transformation are not expressible as k-PTT.In The-
orem 2, we show that the output language of the iteration of these
updates for a regular input language is recognizable by a context-
free hedge automata. This can be related to the result of [13], used
in [26] in the context of typechecking XML transformations,and
stating that the output language of a linear stay MTT can be charac-
terized by a context-free tree grammar (in the case of rankedtrees).
Theorem 2 implies that the output languages of the iterationof up-
dates can be described by MTTs, as MTT can generate all context-
free tree languages. On the other hand, each of the primitiveupdate
operations can be solely modeled by a MTT. It is however not clear
whether the finite (but unbounded) iterations of updates operations
can be easily expressed as a MTT relation.

In [2] the authors investigate the problem of synthesizing an
output schema describing the result of an update applied to agiven
input schema. They show how to infer safe over-approximations
for the results of both queries and updates. Recent works have also
applied local Hoare reasoning to simple tree update and evento a
significant subset of the XML update library in W3C Document
Object Model [18]. As far as we know this approach is not auto-
mated.

The first access control model for XML was proposed by [10]
and was extended to secure updates in [7]. Static analysis has been
applied to XML Access Control in [32] to determine if a query
expression is guaranteed not to access to elements that are forbid-
den by the policy. In [17] the authors propose the XACU language.
They study policy consistency and show that it is undecidable in
their setting. On the positive side [6] considers policies defined in
term of annotated non recursive XML DTDs and gives a polyno-
mial algorithm for checking consistency.

Organization of the paper: we introduce the needed formal back-
ground about terms, hedge automata and rewriting systems inSec-
tion 2. Then we present XML update as parameterized rewriting
rules and the type synthesis algorithms in Section 3. In Section 4
we study an extension of our rewriting rules by XPath expressions
specifying the nodes where the rules can be applied. Finallywe give
applications to Access Control Policies verification in Section 5.

2. Definitions
2.1 Unranked Ordered Trees

Terms and Hedges.We consider a finite alphabetΣ and an infi-
nite set of variablesX . The symbols ofΣ are generally denoted
a, b, c . . . and the variablesx, y. . . We define recursively ahedge
overΣ andX as a finite (possibly empty) sequence of terms and a
term as either a single noden labeled by a variable ofx ∈ X or
the application of a noden labeled by a symbola ∈ Σ to a hedge
h. The term is denotedx in the first case anda(h) in the second
case, andn is called theroot of the term in both cases. The empty
sequence is denoted() and whenh is empty, the terma(h) will be
simply denoted bya. The root node ofa(h) is called theparentof
every root ofh and every root ofh is called achild of the root of
a(h). A root of a hedge(t1 . . . tn) is a root node of one oft1, ..., tn.
A leaf of a hedge(t1 . . . tn) is a leaf (node without child) of one of
the termst1, ..., tn. A path is a sequence of nodesn0, . . . , np such
that for alli < p, ni+1 is a child ofni. In this case,np is called a
descendantof n0. As usual, we can see a hedgeh ∈ H(Σ,X ) as
a function from its set of nodesdom(h) into labels inΣ ∪ X . The
label of the noden ∈ dom(h) is denoted byh(n).

The set of hedges and terms overΣ and X are respectively
denotedH(Σ,X ) and T (Σ,X ). We will sometimes consider a
term as a hedge of length one,i.e. consider thatT (Σ,X ) ⊂
H(Σ,X ). The sets of ground terms (terms without variables) and
ground hedges are respectively denotedT (Σ) andH(Σ). The set
of variables occurring in a hedgeh ∈ H(Σ,X ) is denotedvar(h).
A hedgeh ∈ H(Σ,X ) is calledlinear if every variable ofX occurs
at most once inh.

Substitutions.A substitutionσ is a mapping of finite domain from
X into H(Σ,X ). The application of a substitutionσ to terms and
hedges (written with postfix notation) is defined recursively by
xσ := σ(x) whenx ∈ dom(σ), yσ := y wheny ∈ X \ dom(σ),
(t1 . . . tn)σ := (t1σ . . . tnσ) for n ≥ 0, anda(h)σ := a(hσ).

Contexts.A contextis a hedgeu ∈ H(Σ,X ) with a distinguished
variablexu linear (with exactly one occurrence) inu. The appli-
cation of a contextu to a hedgeh ∈ H(Σ,X ) is defined by
u[h] := u{xu 7→ h}. It consists in insertingh into a hedge in
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u in place of the node labelled byxu. Sometimes, we writet[s] in
order to emphasize thats is a subterm (or subhedge) oft.

2.2 Hedge Automata and Context-Free Hedge Automata

We consider two kind of types for XML documents, defined as two
classes of automata for unranked trees. The first one is the class
of hedge automata [30], denoted HA. It captures the expressive
strength of almost all popular type formalisms for XML [31].
The second and perhaps lesser known class is the context-free
hedge automata, denoted CF-HA and introduced in [33]. CF-HA
are strictly more expressive than HA and we shall see that they are
of interest for typing certain update operations.

DEFINITION 1. A hedge automaton(resp.context-free hedge au-
tomaton) is a tupleA = (Σ, Q,Qf ,∆) whereΣ is an finite un-
ranked alphabet,Q is a finite set of states disjoint fromΣ, Qf ⊆ Q
is a set of final states, and∆ is a set of transitions of the form
a(L) → q wherea ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q andL ⊆ Q∗ is a regular word
language (resp. a context-free word language).

WhenΣ is clear from the context it is omitted in the tuple spec-
ifying A. We define the move relation between ground hedges
h, h′ ∈ H(Σ ∪ Q) as follows:h −−→

A
h′ iff there exists a con-

text u ∈ H(Σ, {xC}) and a transitiona(L) → q ∈ ∆ such that
h = u[a(q1 . . . qn)], with q1 . . . qn ∈ L andh′ = u[q]. The rela-
tion−−→

∗

A
is the transitive closure of−−→

A
.

Collapsing Transitions. We consider the extension of HA and
CF-HA with so calledcollapsing transitionswhich are special
transitions of the formL → q whereL ⊆ Q∗ is a context-
free language andq is a state. The move relation for the extended
set of transitions generalizes the above definition with thecase
u[q1 . . . qn] −−→

A
u[q] if L → q is a collapsing transition ofA

andq1 . . . qn ∈ L. Note that we do not exclude the casen = 0
in this definition, i.e.L may contain the empty word inL → q.
Collapsing transitions with a singleton languageL containing a
length one word (i.e. transitions of the formq → q′, whereq and
q′ are states) correspond toε-transitionsfor tree automata.

Languages.The language of a HA or CF-HAA in one of its states
q, denoted byL(A, q) and also called set of hedges of typeq, is
the set of ground hedgesh ∈ H(Σ) such thath −−→

∗

A
q. We say

sometimes that a hedge ofL(A, q) has typeq (whenA is clear
from context). A hedge is accepted byA if there existsq ∈ Qf

such thath ∈ L(A, q). The language ofA, denoted byL(A) is the
set of hedge accepted byA.

Note that without collapsing transitions, all the hedges of
L(A, q) are terms. Indeed, by applying standard transitions of
the forma(L) → a, one can only reduce length-one hedges into
states. But collapsing transitions permit to reduce a ground hedge
of length more than one into a single state.

Theε-transitions of the formq → q′ do not increase the expres-
siveness HA or CF-HA (see [9] for HA and the proof for CF-HA
is similar). But it is not the case in general for collapsing transi-
tions: collapsing transitions strictly extend HA in expressiveness,
and even collapsing transitions of the formL → q whereL is finite
(hence regular).

EXAMPLE 1. [21]. The extended HAA =
(

{q, qa, qb, qf}, {g, a, b}, {qf}, {a →
qa, b → qb, g(q) → qf , qa q qb → q}

)

recognizes{g(anbn) | n ≥
1} which is not a HA language.

However, collapsing transitions can be eliminated from CF-HA,
when restricting to the recognition of terms.

LEMMA 1 ([21]). For every extended CF-HA overΣ with collaps-
ing transitionsA, there exists a CF-HAA′ without collapsing tran-
sitions such thatL(A′) = L(A) ∩ T (Σ).

Properties. It is known that for both classes of HA and CF-HA,
the membership and emptiness problems are decidable in PTIME
[9, 30, 33]. Moreover HA languages are closed under Boolean op-
erations, but CF-HA are not closed under intersection and comple-
mentation. The intersection of a CF-HA language and a HA lan-
guage is a CF-HA language. All these results are effective, with
PTIME (resp. EXPTIME) constructions of automata of polyno-
mial (resp. exponential) sizes for the closures under unionand
intersection (resp. complement). We call a HA or CF-HAA =
(Σ, Q,Qf ,∆) normalizedif for every a ∈ Σ and everyq ∈ Q,
there is at most one transition rulea(La,q) → q in ∆. Every HA
(resp. CF-HA) can be transformed into a normalized HA (resp.CF-
HA) in polynomial time by replacing every two rulesa(L1) → q
anda(L2) → q by a(L1 ∪ L2) → q.

A CF-HA A = (Q,Qf ,∆) is calleddeterministiciff for all
two transitions rulesa(L1) → q1 anda(L2) → q2 in ∆, either
L1 ∩ L2 = ∅ or q1 = q2. It is calledcompleteif for all a ∈ Σ
and andw ∈ Q∗, there exists at least one rulea(L) → q ∈ ∆
such thatw ∈ L. WhenA is deterministic (resp. complete), for all
t ∈ T (Σ), there exists at most (resp. at least) one stateq ∈ Q such
that t ∈ L(A, q). Every HA can transformed into a deterministic
and complete HA recognizing the same language (seee.g.[9]). CF-
HA can be completed but not determinized.

2.3 Term Rewriting Systems

We use below term rewriting rules for modeling XML update
operations. For this purpose, we propose a non-standard definition
of term rewriting, extending the classical one [11] in two ways:
the application of rewrite rules is extended from ranked terms to
unranked terms and second, the rules are parameterized by HA
languages (i.e. each parameterized rule can represent an infinite
number of unparameterized rules).

Unranked Term Rewriting Systems.A term rewriting systemR
over a finite unranked alphabetΣ (TRS) is a set ofrewrite rulesof
the formℓ → r whereℓ ∈ H(Σ,X )\X andr ∈ H(Σ,X ); ℓ andr
are respectively called left- and right-hand-side (lhsandrhs) of the
rule. Note that we do not assume the cardinality ofR to be finite.

The rewrite relation−−→
R

of a TRSR is the smallest binary
relation onH(Σ,X ) containingR and closed by application of
substitutions and contexts. In other words,h −−→

R
h′, iff there

exists a contextu, a ruleℓ → r in R and a substitutionσ such that
h = u[ℓσ] andh′ = u[rσ]. The reflexive and transitive closure of
−−→
R

is denoted−−→∗
R

.

Parameterized Term Rewriting Systems.LetA = (Σ, Q,Qf ,∆)
be a HA. A term rewriting system overΣ parameterized byA
(PTRS) is given by a finite set, denotedR/A, of rewrite rules
ℓ → r whereℓ ∈ H(Σ,X ) andr ∈ H(Σ ⊎ Q,X ) and symbols
of Q can only label leaves ofr (⊎ stands disjoint union, hence we
implicitly assume thatΣ andQ are disjoint sets). In this notation,
A may be omitted when it is clear from context or not necessary.
The rewrite relation−−−−→

R/A
associated to a PTRSR/A is defined

as the rewrite relation−−−−→
R[A]

where the TRSR[A] is the (possibly

infinite) set of all rewrite rules obtained from rulesℓ → r in R/A
by replacing inr every stateq ∈ Q by a ground term ofL(A, q).
Several examples of parameterized rewrite rules can be found in
Figure 1 below. We will consider in Sections 4 and 5.2 two ex-
tensions of PTRS, called controlled PTRS and PTRS with global
constraints.

Problems.Given a setL ⊆ H(Σ,X ) and a PTRSR/A, we define
post∗R/A(L) := {h′ ∈ H(Σ,X ) | ∃h ∈ L, h −−−−→

∗

R/A
h′} and

pre∗
R/A(L) := {h ∈ H(Σ,X ) | ∃h′ ∈ L, h −−−−→

∗

R/A
h′}.
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Reachabilityis the problem to decide, given two hedgesh, h′ ∈
H(Σ) and a PTRSR/A whetherh −−−−→

∗

R/A
h′. Reachability prob-

lems for ground ranked term rewriting have been investigated in
e.g. [20]. C. Löding [23] has obtained results in a more general set-
ting where rules of typeL → R specify the replacement of any
element of a regular languageL by any element of a regular tree
languageR. Then [24] has extended some of these works to un-
ranked tree rewriting for the case ofsubtree and flat prefix rewrit-
ing which is a combination of standard ground tree rewriting and
prefix word rewriting on the ordered leaves of subtrees of height 1.
Typechecking(see e.g. [28]) is the problem to decide, given two
sets of termsτin andτout called input and output types (generally
presented as HA) and a PTRSR/A whetherpost∗R/A(τin) ⊆
τout or equivalentlyτin ∩ pre∗

R/A(τout) = ∅ (whereτout is the
complement ofτout). One related problem, calledforward (resp.
backward) type inference, is, given a PTRSR/A and a HA or
CF-HA languageL, to construct a HA or CF-HA recognizing
post∗R/A(L) (resp.pre∗

R/A(L)).

3. Forward and Backward Type Inference for
Update Operations

In this section, we study the problem of type inference for arbitrary
finite sequences of primitive update operations taken in a given
set. More precisely, we propose a definition in term of PTRS rules
(Section 3.1) of infinite sets of update primitive operations of the
XQuery update facility [8] and some extensions. Then, we present
constructions of HA and CF-HA for forward and backward type
inference in these settings (Sections 3.2–3.4).

3.1 Primitive Update Facility Operations

We assume given an unranked alphabetΣ and a HA A =
(Σ, Q,Qf ,∆). Figure 1 displays PTRS rules, parameterized by
statesp, p1,..,pn of A, representing infinite sets of atomic opera-
tions of the XQuery update facility [8], and some restrictions or
extensions. We callUFO+ the class of PTRS rules in Figure 1.

The following rules correspond to the update primitives of [8]
except for the possibility in [8] to select by XQuery the nodes to
be inserted (calledcontentnodes in [8]) from the document one is
working on.

REN renames a node: it changes its label froma into b. Such
a rule leaves the structure of the term unchanged.INSfirst inserts a
term of typep at the first position below a node labeled bya. INSlast

inserts at the last position andINSinto at an arbitrary position below
a node labeled bya. INSbefore (resp.INSafter) inserts a term of type
p at the left (resp. right) sibling position to a node labeled by a.
DEL deletes a whole subterm whose root node is labeled bya and
RPL replaces a subterm by a sequence of terms of respective types
p1, . . . , pn.

EXAMPLE 2. The patient data in a hospital are stored in an XML
document whose DTD can be characterized by an HAA with
transition rules:

hospital({ppa, pepa}
∗) → ph,

patient(pn pt) → ppa,
patient(pn) → pepa,

treatment(pdr pdia pda) → pt,

name(p∗c) → pn,
drug(p∗c) → pdr,

diagnosis(p∗c) → pdia,
date(p∗c) → pda,

a → pc, b → pc, c → pc . . .

The stateph is theentry pointof the DTDi.e. it represents the type
of the root element.

A DEL rule patient(x) → () will delete apatient in the base,
and aINSlast rule hospital(x) → hospital(x ppa) will insert a new
patient, at the last position below the root nodehospital. We can
ensure that the patient newly added has an emptytreatments list

(to be completed later) usinghospital(x) → hospital(x pepa). A
INSafter rule name(x) → name(x) pt can be used to insert later a
treatment next to the patient’sname.

We propose also in Figure 1 some other operations not in [8].
The rulesRNS∗ combine the application of the corresponding
insert operationsINS∗ and of a node renamingREN. The rule
RPL1 is a restriction ofRPL to n = 1 (note thatDEL is also
a special cases ofRPL, with n = 0). Finally, DELs deletes a
single noden whose arguments inherit the position. In other words,
it replaces a term with the hedge containing its children. This
operation is employed to build user views of XML documents e.g.
in [14], and can also be useful for updates as well.

EXAMPLE 3. Assume that some patients of the hospital of Exam-
ple 2 are grouped in one department like in

hospital(. . . surgery(p∗pa) . . .),

and that we want to suppress the departmentsurgery while keeping
its patients. This can be done with theDELs rule surgery(x) → x.

We will see in Section 3.3 that allowing the operationsRNS∗,
DELs or RPL has important consequences w.r.t. type inference.
Indeed, the subclass of operations in the first column of Figure 1,
calledUFOreg preserves languages of HA whereas the operations
in the second column may transform a HA language into a CF-HA
language.

3.2 Forward Type Inference forUFOreg Rules

We want to characterize the sets of terms which can be obtained,
from terms of a given type, by arbitrary application of updates
operations defined as PTRS rules. For this purpose, we shall study
the recognizability (by HA and CF-HA) of the forward closure
(post∗) of automata languages under the above rewrite rules.

THEOREM1. For all HA A on Σ, PTRSR/A ∈ UFOreg, and
HA languageL, post∗R/A(L) is the language of an HA of size
polynomial and which can be constructed in PTIME in the size of
R/A and of an HA recognizingL.

In the following proofs, we describefinite automatafor the hor-
izontal languages of HA transitions as tuplesB = (Q,S, i, F,Γ),
whereQ is the finite input alphabet,S is a finite set of states,
i is the initial state,F ⊆ S is the set of final states andQ ⊆
S × (Σ ∪ {ε}) × S is the set of transitions andε-transitions. Ev-
ery transition(s, q, s′) will be denoteds −→

q
s′. Fors, s′ ∈ S, we

write s −−→
ε

B
s′ to express thats′ can be reached froms by a (pos-

sibly empty) sequence ofε-transitions ofB, ands −−−−−→
a1...an s′, for

a1, . . . , an ∈ Q, if there exists2(n+1) statess0, s′0, . . . , sn, s
′
n ∈

S with s0 = s, sn −−→
ε

B
s′ and 0 ≤ i < n, si −−→

ε

B
s′i and

(s′i, ai+1, si+1) ∈ Γ.
Proof. Let A = (Σ, P, P f ,Θ) and letAL = (Σ, QL, Q

f
L,∆L)

recognizingL. We assume that bothA andAL are normalized
and that their state setsP and QL are disjoint. We construct a
HA A′ = (Σ, P ⊎ QL, Q

f
L,∆

′) recognizingpost∗R/A(L). For
eacha ∈ Σ, q ∈ QL, let La,q be the regular language in the
transition (assumed unique)a(La,q) → q ∈ ∆L, and letBa,q =
(

QL, Sa,q, ia,q, {fa,q},Γa,q

)

be a finite automaton recognizing
La,q. The sets of statesSa,q are assumed pairwise disjoint. LetS
be the disjoint union of allSa,q for all a ∈ Σ andq ∈ QL.

For the construction of∆′, we develop a set of transition rules
Γ′ ⊆ S × (P ∪ QL) × S. Initially, we let Γ′ be the unionΓ0 of
all Γa,q for a ∈ Σ, q ∈ QL, and we completeΓ′ iteratively by
analyzing the different cases of update rules ofR/A. At each step,
for eacha ∈ Σ andq ∈ QL, we letB′

a,q be the automaton(P ∪
QL, S, ia,q, {fa,q},Γ

′). For the sake of conciseness we make no
distinction between an automatonB′

a,q and its languageL(B′
a,q).
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UFO+
UFOreg

a(x) → b(x) REN
a(x) → a(p x) INSfirst a(x) → b(p x) RNSfirst

a(x) → a(x p) INSlast a(x) → b(x p) RNSlast

a(xy) → a(x p y) INSinto

a(x) → p a(x) INSbefore

a(x) → a(x)p INSafter

a(x) → p RPL1 a(x) → p1 . . . pn RPL
a(x) → () DEL a(x) → x DELs

Figure 1. PTRS Rules for the Primitive XQuery Update Facility Operations and Extensions

REN for everya(x) → b(x) ∈ R/A andq ∈ QL, we add two
ε-transitions(ib,q, ε, ia,q) and(fa,q, ε, fb,q) to Γ′.

INSfirst for everya(x) → a(p x) ∈ R/A andq ∈ QL, we add one
looping transition(ia,q, p, ia,q) to Γ′.

INSlast for everya(x) → a(x p) ∈ R/A andq ∈ QL, we add one
looping transition rule(fa,q, p, fa,q) to Γ′.

INSinto for everya(xy) → a(x p y) ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL ands ∈ S
reachable fromia,q using the transitions ofΓ′, we add one
looping transition rule(s, p, s) toΓ′.

INSbefore for everya(x) → p a(x) ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL and state
s ∈ S such thatL(B′

a,q) 6= ∅ and there exists a transition
(s, q, s′) ∈ Γ′, we add one looping transition(s, p, s) to Γ′.

INSafter for everya(x) → a(x) p ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL ands′ ∈ S
such thatL(B′

a,q) 6= ∅ and there exists a transition(s, q, s′) ∈
Γ′, we add one looping transition(s′, p, s′) to Γ′.

RPL1 for everya(x) → p ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL, ands, s′ ∈ S such
thatL(B′

a,q) 6= ∅, and there exists a transition(s, q, s′) ∈ Γ′,
we add one transition(s, p, s′) to Γ′.

DEL for everya(x) → () ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL, ands, s′ ∈ S such
thatL(B′

a,q) 6= ∅, and there exists a transition(s, q, s′) ∈ Γ′,
we add oneε-transition(s, ε, s′) toΓ′.

Note that some of the above new transitions summarize several in-
sertions. Such a construction are comparable toaccelerationtech-
niques used in model checking.

We iterate the above operations until a fixpoint is reached (only
a finite number of transitions can be added toΓ′ this way). Finally,
we let

∆′ := Θ ∪
{

a
(

B′
a,q

)

→ q
∣

∣ a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q,L(B′
a,q) 6= ∅

}

.

We show in the long version thatL(A′) = post∗R/A(L). 2

COROLLARY 1. Typechecking is EXPTIME-complete forUFOreg

and PTIME-complete when the output type is given by a determin-
istic and complete HA.

Proof. Let τin and τout be two HA languages (resp. input and
output types), and letR/A by a PTRS. We want to know whether
post∗R/A(τin) ⊆ τout . Following Theorem 1,post∗R/A(τin) is
a HA language. Hencepost∗R/A(τin ) ∩ τout is a HA language.
The size of the HA for the complementτout can be exponential in
the size of the HA forτout if this latter HA is non-deterministic,
and it is polynomial otherwise. Testing the emptiness of theabove
intersection language solves the problem.

Regarding the lower bounds, the EXPTIME-hardness follows
the fact that the inclusion problem is already EXPTIME-complete
for ranked tree automata [36], and the PTIME-hardness from the
fact that the inclusion problem is PTIME-hard for deterministic
HA. 2

Regarding the problem of type synthesis, if we are givenR/A
and an input typeτin as a HA, Theorem 1 provides in PTIME an
output type presented as a HA of polynomial size.

3.3 Forward Type Inference forUFO+ Rules

Theorem 1 is not true for all the rules ofUFO+: the rules of
UFO+ \ UFOreg do not preserve HA languages in general. It is
evident forRPL, and the examples below show that it is also the
case forRNS∗ andDELs. However, we prove in Theorem 2 that
the rules ofUFO+ preserve the larger class of CF-HA language.

EXAMPLE 4. LetΣ = {a, b, c, c′} and letR be the finite TRS con-
taining the twoRNSfirst andRNSlast rulesc(x) → c′(ax), c′(x) → c(xb).
We havepost∗R

(

{c}
)

∩ H(Σ) = {c(anbn) | n ≥ 0}, and this set
is not a HA language. It follows thatpost∗R

(

{c}
)

is not a HA
language.

Let Σ = {a, b, c}, let R be the finite TRS with oneDELs rule
c(x) → x and letL be the HA language containing exactly the
termsc(ac(a . . . c . . . b)b); it is recognized by the HA with the set of
transition rules

{

a → qa, b → qb, c
(

{(), qa q qb}
)

→ q
}

. We have
post∗R(L)∩ c

(

{a, b}∗
)

= {c(anbn) | n ≥ 0}, hencepost∗R(L) is
not a HA language.

THEOREM2. For all HA A onΣ, PTRSR/A ∈ UFO+, and CF-
HA languageL, post∗R/A(L) is the language of a CF-HA of size
polynomial and which can be constructed in PTIME in the size of
R/A and of an CF-HA recognizingL.

Proof. Let A = (Σ, P, P f ,Θ) and let us assume that it is normal-
ized. LetAL = (Σ, QL, Q

f
L,∆L) be a CF-HA recognizingL,

normalized and without collapsing transitions. The state setsP and
QL are assumed disjoint.

We shall construct a CF-HA extended with collapsing transi-
tionsA′ = (Σ, P ⊎QL, Q

f
L,∆

′) recognizingpost∗R/A(L). It fol-
lows thatpost∗R/A(L) is a CF-HA language thanks to Lemma 1.

Very roughly, we define new CFGG′
a,q for the horizontal lan-

guages of the transitions ofA′, like in Theorem 1, starting from the
CFG for the transitions ofAL and adding a new initial non-terminal
I ′a,q and new production rules, according to cases of rewrite rules
in R/A.

More formally, The set of transitions∆′ is constructed starting
from ∆L ∪Θ and analysing the different cases of update rules.

For eacha ∈ Σ, q ∈ QL, letLa,q be the context-free language
in the transition (assumed unique)a(La,q) → q ∈ ∆L, and
let Ga,q = (QL,Na,q, Ia,q,Γa,q) be a CF grammar in Chomski
normal form generatingLa,q. The sets of non-terminalsNa,q are
assumed pairwise disjoint.

Let us consider one new non-terminalI ′a,q for eacha ∈ Σ and
q ∈ QL. Each of these non terminals aims at becoming the initial
non terminal of the CF grammar in the transition associated to a
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andq in ∆′. For technical convenience, we also add one new non
terminalXp for eachp ∈ P .

For the construction of∆′, we construct first below

• a setC′ of collapsing transitions, and

• a setΓ′ of production rules of CF grammar over the set of
terminal symbols inP ∪QL and the set of non terminals

N =
⋃

a∈Σ,q∈Q

(

Na,q ∪ {I ′a,q}
)

∪ {Xp | p ∈ P}.

Initially, we letC′ = ∅ and

Γ′ = Γ′
0 :=

⋃

a∈Σ,q∈Q

(

Pa,q ∪ {I ′a,q := Ia,q}
)

∪ {Xp := p | p ∈ P}.

We now proceed by analysis of the rewrite rules ofR/A for
the completion ofΓ′ andC′. At each step, for eacha ∈ Σ and
q ∈ QL, we letG′

a,q be the CF grammar(P∪QL,N , I ′a,q,Γ
′), and

letL′
a,q = L(G′

a,q). The production rules ofΓ′ remain in Chomski
normal form after each completion step.

REN for every a(x) → b(x) ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL, we add one
production ruleI ′b,q := I ′a,q to Γ′.

RNSfirst for everya(x) → b(p x) ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL, we add one
production ruleI ′b,q := XpI

′
a,q to Γ′.

RNSlast for everya(x) → b(x p) ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL, we add one
production ruleI ′b,q := I ′a,qXp to Γ′.

INSinto for everya(xy) → a(x p y) ∈ R/A, q ∈ QL and every
N ∈ N reachable fromI ′a,q using the rules ofΓ′, we add two
production rulesN := NXp andN := XpN .

INSbefore for everya(x) → p a(x) ∈ R/A, andq ∈ QL such that
L′

a,q 6= ∅, we add one collapsing transitionp q → q toC′.

INSafter for everya(x) → a(x) p ∈ R/A, andq ∈ QL such that
L′

a,q 6= ∅, we add one collapsing transitionq p → q toC′.

RPL for every a(x) → p1 . . . pn ∈ R/A, with n ≥ 0, and
q ∈ QL such thatL′

a,q 6= ∅, we add one collapsing transition
p1 . . . pn → q toC′.

DEL for every a(x) → () ∈ R/A and q ∈ QL such that
L′

a,q 6= ∅, we add one collapsing transition() → q toC′.

Note thatINSfirst, INSlast, RPL1 are special cases of respectively
RNSfirst, RNSlast, RPL.

We iterate the above operations until a fixpoint is reached.
Indeed, only a finite number of production and collapsing rules can
be added. Finally, we let

∆′ := Θ ∪
{

a(L′
a,q) → q

∣

∣ a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q,L′
a,q 6= ∅

}

∪ C′

∪{L′
a,q → q | a(x) → x ∈ R/A, L′

a,q 6= ∅}.

We show in the long version thatL(A′) = post∗R/A(L).
The proof of the direction⊆ is by induction on the number

of application of collapsing transitions in a reduction byA′. For
the base case (no collapsing transition applied), we make a second
induction on the number of application of production rules of Γ′ \
Γ0 in the derivations, by the grammarsG′

a,q0 , for the generations
of the sequences of statesq1 . . . qn ∈ Q∗ used in moves ofA′

of the formC[a(q1 . . . qn)] → C[q0] in the reductiont −−→
∗

A′
q.

Intuitively every application of such production rule corresponds
to a rewrite step with a rule ofR/A.

The proof of the direction⊇ is by induction on the length of
a rewrite sequenceu −−−−→

∗

R/A
t for u ∈ L(A). It follows that

post∗R/A(L) is a CF-HA language by Lemma 1. 2

COROLLARY 2. Typechecking is EXPTIME-complete forUFO+
and PTIME-complete when the output type is given by a determin-
istic and complete HA.

Proof. The proof for the upper bound works as in Corollary 1,
because the intersection of a CF-HA and a HA language is a CF-HA
language (there is an effective PTIME construction of an CF-HA of
polynomial size), and emptiness of CF-HA is decidable in PTIME.
The arguments of Corollary 1 for lower bounds are still validhere
because HA are special cases of CF-HA. 2

Regarding the problem of type synthesis for aR/A in UFO+,
if an input typeτin is given as a HA or CF-HA, then Theorem 2
provides in PTIME an output type, presented as a CF-HA of poly-
nomial size. Unlike HA, CF-HA are not popular type schemes, but
HA solely do not permit to extend the results of Theorem 1, in par-
ticular for the operationRPL of [8], as we have seen above.

Note thatpost∗R/A(L) can already be a CF-HA language when
the givenL is a HA language (see Example 4). One may wonder
to what extent the CF-HA produced by Theorem 1, given a HA
for L and aR/A, is actually an HA. This problem is actually
undecidable, since the problem of knowing whether a given CF
language is regular is undecidable.

3.4 Backward Type Inference forUFO+ Rules

SinceUFO+ Rules do not preserve HA languages, as fork-pebble
tree transducer [28] we may attempt to perform typecheckingusing
pre∗ computations (backward type inference). The next theorem
shows that this is indeed possible, though EXPTIME, since the
class of HA languages is preserved bypre∗ when usingUFO+
rules.

THEOREM3. Given a HAA on Σ and a PTRSR/A ∈ UFO+,
for all HA languageL, pre∗

R/A(L) is the language of a HA of size
exponential and which can be constructed in EXPTIME in the size
of R/A and of an HA recognizingL.

Proof.We consider a normalized and complete HAAL = (Σ, QL, Q
f
L,∆L)

recognizingL. Like in the proof of Theorem 1, we assume
given, for eacha ∈ Σ, q ∈ QL, a finite automatonBa,q =
(QL, Sa,q, ia,q, {fa,q},Γa,q) recognizing the regular language
La,q in the transitiona(La,q) → q ∈ ∆L.

Unlike the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we will incrementally
add transitions toAL, according to the rules ofR/A, until a
fixpoint automaton is reached which recognizespre∗

R/A(L). Every
transition added has the forma0(B) → q0 whereB belongs to the
smallest setC defined below.

More precisely, we construct a finite sequence sequence of HA
A0,A1, . . . ,Ak whose final element’s language ispre∗

R/A(L),
where for alli ≤ k, Ai = (Σ, QL, Q

f
L,∆i). For the construction

of the transition sets∆i, we consider the setC of finite automata
overQL defined as the smallest set such that:

• C contains everyBa,q for a ∈ Σ, q ∈ QL,

• for all B ∈ C, B = (QL, S, i, F,Γ) and all statess, s′ ∈ S,
the automatonBs,s′ := (QL, S, s, {s

′},Γ) is in C,

• for all B ∈ C, B = (QL, S, i, F,Γ) ∈ C, q ∈ QL and all
statess, s′ ∈ S, the automata(QL, S, i, F,Γ ∪ {〈s, q, s′〉})
and(QL, S, i, F,Γ∪{〈s, ε, s′〉}), respectively denoted byB+
〈s, q, s′〉 andB + 〈s, ε, s′〉 also belong toC.

Note thatC is finite with this definition, though exponential.
For the sake of conciseness, we make no distinction below

between an automatonB ∈ C and the languageL(B) recognized
by B. Moreover, we assume that everyB ∈ C has a unique final
state denotedfB and its initial state is denotediB.
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First, we let∆0 = ∆L. The other∆i are constructed re-
cursively by iteration of the following case analysis untila fix-
point is reached (only a finite number of transition can be added
in the construction). In the construction we use an extension of
the move relation of HA, from states to set of states (single states
are considered as singleton sets):a(L1, . . . , Ln) →֒∆i

q (where
L1, . . . , Ln ⊆ QL and q ∈ QL) iff there exists a transition
a(L) → q ∈ ∆i such thatL1 . . . Ln ⊆ L.

REN if a(x) → b(x) ∈ R/A, B ∈ C and q ∈ QL, such that
b(B) →֒∆i

q, then let∆i+1 := ∆i ∪ {a(B) → q}.

RNSfirst if a(x) → b(p x) ∈ R/A, B ∈ C and q, qp ∈ QL,
such thatL(Ai, qp) ∩ L(A, p) 6= ∅ andb(qpB) →֒∆i

q, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪ {a(B) → q}.

RNSlast if a(x) → b(x p) ∈ R/A, B ∈ C and q, qp ∈ QL,
such thatL(Ai, qp) ∩ L(A, p) 6= ∅ andb(B qp) →֒∆i

q, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪ {a(B) → q}.

INSinto if a(xy) → a(x p y) ∈ R/A, B ∈ C, s, s′ are states ofB,
andq, qp ∈ QL, such thatL(Ai, qp)∩L(A, p) 6= ∅, s −−→

B

qp s′,
anda(B) →֒∆i

q then∆i+1 := ∆i∪
{

a(B+〈s, ε, s′〉) → q
}

.

INSbefore if a(x) → p a(x) ∈ R/A, b ∈ Σ, B,B′ ∈ C, s, s′ are
states ofB, andq, qp, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i,

a(B′) →֒∆i
q′, L(Ai, qp) ∩ L(A, p) 6= ∅, s −−−→

B

qpq
′

s′, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s′〉) → q
}

.

INSafter if a(x) → a(x) p ∈ R/A, b ∈ Σ, B,B′ ∈ C, s, s′ are
states ofB, andq, qp, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i,

a(B′) →֒∆i
q′, L(Ai, qp) ∩ L(A, p) 6= ∅, s −−−→

B

q′qp s′, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s′〉) → q
}

.

RPL if a(x) → p1 . . . pn ∈ R/A, b ∈ Σ, B,B′ ∈ C, s, s′ are
states ofB, andq, q′, q1, . . . , qn ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈
∆i, a(B′) →֒∆i

q′, L(Ai, qj)∩L(A, pj) 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ j ≤
n, s −−−−−→

B

q1...qn s′ then∆i+1 := ∆i∪
{

b(B+〈s, q′, s′〉)) → q
}

.

DEL if a(x) → () ∈ R/A, b ∈ Σ, B,B′ ∈ C, s is a state ofB,
q, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i, a(B′) →֒∆i

q′, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s〉) → q
}

.

DELs if a(x) → x ∈ R/A, b ∈ Σ, B ∈ C, s, s′ are states ofB,
q, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i, a(Bs,s′) →֒∆i

q′, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s′〉) → q
}

.

Note thatINSfirst, INSlast,RPL1 are special cases of respectively
RNSfirst, RNSlast, RPL. Since no state is added to the original
automatonAL and all the transitions added involve horizontal
languages of the setC, which is finite, the iteration of the above
operations terminates with an automatonA′. We show in the long
version of this paper thatL(A′) = pre∗

R/A(L). 2

4. Selection of Target Nodes
In general, an XML update operation is applied to nodes (called
target nodes in [8]) selected in a document using specified XPath
2.0 or XQuery expressions. In this section, we study an extension
of PTRS which permits to model such a feature.

4.1 Controlled Rewriting

We consider a fragmentXP of Regular XPath [38] with the follow-
ing path expressions (wherea ∈ Σ):

p := .
∣

∣ a
∣

∣ ..
∣

∣ p/p
∣

∣ p ∪ p
∣

∣ p∗
∣

∣ p[q]

and the node expressions:

q := p
∣

∣ lab(a)
∣

∣ q ∧ q
∣

∣ q ∨ q
∣

∣ ¬q

h, (n, n′) ‖= . iff n = n′

h, (n, n′) ‖= a iff n′ is a child ofn andh(n′) = a
h, (n, n′) ‖= .. iff n is a child ofn′

h, (n, n′) ‖= p/p′ iff ∃m ∈ dom(h) such that
h, (n,m) ‖= p andh, (m,n′) ‖= p′

h, (n, n′) ‖= p ∪ p′ iff h, (n, n′) ‖= p or h, (n, n′) ‖= p′

h, (n, n′) ‖= p∗ iff ∃n0, . . . , nk, n0 = n, nk = n′,
andh, (ni, ni+1) ‖= p for all i < k

h, (n, n′) ‖= p[q] iff h, (n, n′) ‖= p andh, n′ |= q

h, n |= p iff ∃n′, h, (n, n′) ‖= p
h, n |= lab(a) iff h(n) = a
h, n |= q ∨ q′ iff h, n |= q or h, n |= q′

h, n |= ¬q iff h, n 6|= q

Figure 2. Semantics of Path and Node Expressions

The satisfaction of a path expressionp by a hedgeh and a pair
of nodesn, n′ ∈ dom(h), denoted byh, (n, n′) ‖= p, and of
a node expressionq by a hedgeh and one noden ∈ dom(h),
denotedh, n |= q, are defined in Figure 2. Given a path expression
p, we use below the abbreviation// p for the path expression
(a1 ∪ . . . ∪ ak)

∗/p (assumingΣ = {a1, . . . , ak}) and we shall
omit a. at the beginning of an expression.

A controlled term rewriting systemoverΣ is a setR of con-
trolled rewrite rules of the formℓ → r at φ whereℓ, r ∈ H(Σ,X )
and φ is a path expression ofXP. The rewrite relation ofR is
defined as the rewrite relation of uncontrolled systems (seeSec-
tion 2.3) by furthermore restricting the rewrite nodes to nodes de-
fined byφ. More precisely,h −−→

R
h′, iff there exists a controlled

rule ℓ → r at φ in R, a substitutionσ, and a contextu such that
the noden labelled by the variablexu in the contextu is selected
by φ, i.e. there exists a rootn0 of h such thath, (n0, n) ‖= φ, and
h = u[ℓσ], h′ = u[rσ]. Note that for applying a ruleℓ → r at φ
it is expected for the path expressionφ and the lhsℓ to match the
same labels.

A controlled term rewriting system parameterizedby a HA
(CPTRS) over Σ is a finite set of controlled and parameterized
rewrite rulesℓ → r at φ, whereℓ andr are like in the definition
of PTRS in Section 2.3 andφ is as above. The rewrite relation of a
CPTRS parameterized byA is defined as the rewrite relation of the
associated CTRSR[A] like in Section 2.3.

4.2 Selection by Label

The PTRS rewrite rules of Section 3 permit to define a minimal
criteria for the selection of rewrite nodes (node where the updates
operations are applied), by specifying the label of the selected
node. Indeed, all the left-hand-sides of rules have the forma(x)
(or a(xy) for INSinto). For instance, in the case of a rule ofINSfirst:
a(x) → a(px), a term of typep (w.r.t. to the given HAA) can
only be inserted below a node labeled witha. For a ruleINSafter:
a(x) → a(x) p, a term of typep (w.r.t. to the given HAA) can only
be inserted at the sibling position next to a node labeled witha, and
for DEL: a(x) → (), the term to be deleted must have a labela at
its root node. It means that a PTRS rulea(x) → r is semantically
equivalent to the CPTRS rulea(x) → r at //a.

4.3 Selection by Label and Parent’s Label

For the rules with a hedge at right-hand-side (likeINSbefore,
INSafter, RPL1, DEL, DELs...), we can refine the selection by fur-
thermore constraining the label at the parent of the node where the
update is performed, obtaining the generalized rules of Figure 3.
Indeed, every PTRS rule of the formb(y a(x) z) → b(y r z) in
Figure 3 is semantically equivalent to the CPTRS rulea(x) →
r at //b/a.
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EXAMPLE 5. TheDEL′ rule

hospital(y patient(x) z) → hospital(y z)

can be used to delete apatient only if it is located under ahospital
node selected by the path expression//hospital[./patient]. It cor-
responds to the CPTRS rulepatient(x) → ()at//hospital/patient.

Let us callUFO′+ the class of all PTRS with rules inUFO+
or of a kind described in Figure 3. The result of Theorem 3 for
backward type inference can be straightforwardly extendedfrom
UFO+ to UFO′+. For instance, during the iteration, if the PTRS
R/A contains a ruleINS′

before b(y a(x) z) → b(y p a(x) z), and
if B,B′ ∈ C, s, s′ are states ofB, and q, qp, q

′ ∈ QL such

that s −−−→
B

qpq
′

s′, b(B) → q is one of the current transitions
anda(B′) can reachq′ and some term ofL(A, p) can reachqp
using the current transitions, then we add the transitionb

(

B ∪
{〈s, q′, s′〉}

)

→ q.

THEOREM 4. Given a HAA onΣ and a PTRSR/A ∈ UFO
′+,

for all HA languageL, pre∗
R/A(L) is the language of a HA of size

exponential and which can be constructed in EXPTIME in the size
of R/A and of an HA recognizingL.

Proof.The proof is very close to the proof of Theorem 3. Indeed, in
the above construction for Theorem 3, we consider the applications
of rulesINSbefore, INSafter, RPL, DEL andDELs under any symbol
b ∈ Σ. Here instead, we can restrict the construction to the ap-
plication under the symbol specified in the lhs of the rewriterules.
More precisely, let us just detail below the cases of the construction
which are modified.

INS′
before if b(y a(x) z) → b(y p a(x) z) ∈ R/A, B,B′ ∈ C, s, s′

are states ofB, andq, qp, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i,

a(B′) →֒∆i
q′, L(Ai, qp) ∩ L(A, p) 6= ∅, s −−−→

B

qpq
′

s′, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s′〉) → q
}

.

INS′
after if b(y a(x) z) → b(y a(x) p z) ∈ R/A, B,B′ ∈ C, s, s′

are states ofB, andq, qp, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i,

a(B′) →֒∆i
q′, L(Ai, qp) ∩ L(A, p) 6= ∅, s −−−→

B

q′qp s′, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s′〉) → q
}

.

RPL′ if b(y a(x) z) → b(y p1 . . . pn z) ∈ R/A, B,B′ ∈ C,
s, s′ are states ofB, and q, q′, q1, . . . , qn ∈ QL such that
b(B) → q ∈ ∆i, a(B′) →֒∆i

q′, L(Ai, qj) ∩ L(A, pj) 6= ∅
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, s −−−−−→

B

q1...qn s′ then∆i+1 := ∆i ∪
{

b(B +

〈s, q′, s′〉)) → q
}

.

DEL′ if b(y a(x) z) → b(yz) ∈ R/A, B,B′ ∈ C, s is a state of
B, q, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i, a(B′) →֒∆i

q′, then
∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s〉) → q
}

.

DEL′
s if b(y a(x) z) → b(yxz) ∈ R/A, B ∈ C, s, s′ are states of
B, q, q′ ∈ QL such thatb(B) → q ∈ ∆i, a(Bs,s′) →֒∆i

q′,
then∆i+1 := ∆i ∪

{

b(B + 〈s, q′, s′〉) → q
}

.

The rest of the proof is the same as for Theorem 3. 2

4.4 Selection by XPath Expressions

Allowing more navigation axis, like the parent axis, in the control
expressionsφ of the CPTRS rules leads to the undecidability of
reachability, hence of typechecking.

More precisely, letXP1 be the following fragment of path
expressions ofXP (wherea ∈ Σ):

p1 := .
∣

∣ a
∣

∣ ..
∣

∣ p1/p1
∣

∣ p1 ∪ p1
∣

∣ p1[lab(a)]

THEOREM 5. Reachability is undecidable for CPTRS with rules of
the formℓ → r at φ with ℓ → r ∈ UFOreg of typeREN or RPL1,
andφ ∈ XP1.

Proof.The proof is very close to the proof of undecidability of in-
consistency of update ACPs in [17]. We reduce the halting problem
of a deterministic Turing Machine (TM)M that work on half a tape
(unbounded on the right). LetΓ = {0, 1, ♭} be the tape alphabet (♭
is the blank symbol) andS = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} be the state set of
M.

We consider the alphabetΣ := {g} ∪ Γ ∪ (S × Σ) ∪ (S ×
Σ)′ for representing the configurations ofM as binary terms. A
symbol of the form〈s, a〉 with s ∈ S anda ∈ Γ will be used
to indicate the position of the head ofM. For instance, the TM
configuration with tapeabcde ♭ ♭ . . ., symbol d under head, and
states will be represented by the following binary term ofT (Σ):
g(ag(b g(c g(〈s, d〉 g(eg(♭ ♭))))).

We also use a trivial HA automatonA = (Σ, Q′, Q′, δ) to
recognize some particular terms: every term of the formg(〈r, ♭〉′, ♭)
(with r ∈ S) will be recognized in a statepg(〈r,♭〉′,♭) ∈ Q′, and it
is the only term recognized in this state.

We define a CPTRSR/A such that every transition ofM can
be simulated by a sequence of (at most three) rewrite steps with
R/A.

For each TM instruction of type:”In state s readinga go to
stater and writeb” , we define the following uncontrolled PTRS
rule (of typeREN): 〈s, a〉(x) → 〈r, b〉(x).

For each TM instruction of type:”In state s readinga go to
stater and move left”, we define the following CPTRS rules:

1. b(x) → 〈r, b〉′(x) at //〈s, a〉/../../b (for all b ∈ {0, 1}), (the
symbolb at the left of the head - marked by〈s, a〉 - is renamed
into the temporary symbol〈r, b〉′)

2. 〈s, a〉(x) → a(x) at //〈r, b〉′/g/〈s, a〉
(〈s, a〉 is renamed intoa if it has 〈r, b〉′ at its left),

3. 〈r, b〉′(x) → 〈r, b〉(x) at //a/../../〈r, b〉′

(〈r, b〉′ is renamed into〈r, b〉, which marks the new position of
the head).

Note the use of the XPath expressions (selecting rewrite nodes) for
checking the neighbor symbol and ensuring a correct chaining of
the rewrite steps. Note also that for the first rule, ifa is the first
symbol of the tape, then the rule cannot be applied because of
the path expression, this corresponds to the fact that the Turing
machine cannot move to the left of the beginning of the tape.

For a transition ofM moving to the right, we also add aRPL
rule for moving the♭ marker. More precisely, for each instruction of
type:”In state s readinga go to stater and move right”, we define
the following CPTRS rules of typeREN andRPL1 (we recall that
pg(〈r,♭〉′,♭) is a state ofA):

b(x) → 〈r, b〉′(x) at //〈s, a〉/../g/g/b
for all b ∈ {0, 1}

♭(x) → pg(〈r,♭〉′ ,♭) at //〈s, a〉/../g/♭
〈s, a〉(x) → a(x) at //〈r, b〉′/../../〈s, a〉
〈r, b〉′(x) → 〈r, b〉(x) at //a/../g/g/〈r, b〉′

The TM instruction will be executed in three rewrite steps: first
the symbol at position at the right of the head (marked by〈s, a〉) is
renamed fromb into the temporary symbol〈r, b〉′. Next〈s, a〉 is re-
named intoa and finally〈r, b〉′ is renamed into〈r, b〉, which marks
the new position of the head. The tests in the path expressions for
the selection of rewrite nodes will ensure a correct chaining of the
rewrite steps: at each step, we check the neighbor position in order
to test that the previous step has been applied.

For all couple of TM configurationsT1, T2 and their respective
term encodingst1, t2, there is a sequence of transitions fromT1 to
T2 with M iff t1 −−−−→

∗

R/A
t2.

Assuming (wlog) thatM has unique initial and final configura-
tions, we can conclude. 2
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b(y a(x) z) → b(y p a(x) z) INS′
before

b(y a(x) z) → b(y a(x) p z) INS′
after

b(y a(x) z) → b(y p z) RPL′
1 b(y a(x) z) → b(y p1 . . . pn z) RPL′

b(y a(x) z) → b(y z) DEL′ b(y a(x) z) → b(y x z) DEL′
s

Figure 3. PTRS rules for Update Facility Operations with Control of Parent’s Label

5. ACP for XML Updates
In this last section we study some models of Access Control Poli-
cies (ACP) for the update operations defined in Section 3, andver-
ification problems for these ACP. We consider two kind of for-
malisms from the literature for the specification of XML ACPs.
The first formalism is the most widespread. It consists in defining
an ACP as a set of updates rules, partitioned into authorizedand for-
bidden operations. The second one is a most recent proposal of [17]
where the ACP is defined by adding security annotations to a DTD.

5.1 Local Consistency of Rule-based ACPs

An ACP for XML updates can be defined by a pair(Ra/A,Rf/A)
of PTRS, whereRa contains allowed operations andRf contains
forbidden operations (see e.g. [6]). Such an ACP is calledinconsis-
tent [6, 17] if some forbidden operation can be simulated through
a sequence of allowed operations,i.e. if there existst, u ∈ T (Σ)
such thatt −−−−→

Rf/A
u andt −−−−→∗

Ra/A
u.

EXAMPLE 6. Assume that in thehospital document of example 2,
it is forbidden to rename apatient, that is the following update of
RPL′

1 is forbidden:patient(y name(x) z) → patient(y pn z). If
the following updates are allowed:patient(x) → () for deleting
a patient, andhospital(x) → hospital(x ppa) to insert apatient,
then we have an inconsistency in the sense of [6] since the effect of
the forbidden update can be obtained by a combination of allowed
updates.

Using the results of Section 3, we can decide the above problems in-
dividually for terms ofT (Σ). More precisely, we solve the follow-
ing problem calledlocal inconsistency: given a HAA overΣ and
a termt ∈ T (Σ), an ACP(Ra/A,Rf/A) is locally inconsistent if
there existsu ∈ T (Σ) such thatt −−−−→

Rf/A
u andt −−−−→∗

Ra/A
u?

THEOREM 6. Local inconsistency is decidable in PTIME for
UFO+ ACPs.

Proof.It can be easily shown that the set{u ∈ T (Σ) | t −−−−→
Rf/A

u}

is the language of a HA of size polynomial and constructed in
PTIME on the sizes ofA,Rf andt. By Theorem 2,post∗Ra/A

({t})
is the language of a CF-HA of polynomial size and constructedin
polynomial time on the sizes ofA, Ra andt. The ACP is locally
inconsistent w.r.t.t iff the intersection of the two above language is
not empty, and this property can be tested in PTIME. 2

Inconsistency is undecidable [17] for an ACP defined by a pair
(Ra/A,Rf/A) of CPTRS of Section 4. Moreover, in this setting,
the problem of reachability (whether a given termt can be obtained
from a given terms using instances of rules ofRa/A which are
not inRf/A) is also undecidable [29], therefore local consistency
is undecidable as well. It is an open question whether inconsistency
is decidable or not for PTRS of typeUFOreg or UFO+.

5.2 Local Consistency of DTD-based ACPs

Following the principle of DTD-based ACPs [14], [17] have pro-
posed the languageXACUannot for the definition of ACP for XML
updates in presence of a DTDD. The idea is to add toD some se-
curity annotations specifying the authorizations for the update op-
erations for XML documents valid forD. In [14], the annotations

are mapping from pairs of DTD elements types(b, a) to authoriza-
tion, specifying the right to accessa nodes which are children of
b nodes. Such annotations can be compared to the rewrite node se-
lection presented in Section 4.3.

The formalism of [14, 17] imposes the condition that every
documentt to which we want to apply an update operation (under
the given ACP) must be valid for the DTDD.

In our rewrite-based formalism, the above condition may be ex-
pressed by adding global constraints to the parameterized rewrite
rules of Section 2.3. These global constraints restrict therewrite
relation to terms in a given HA language. Theorem 7 below
shows that, unfortunately, adding such constraints to parameter-
ized rewrite rules of typeREN or RPL makes the reachability
undecidable.

Given a HAA = (Σ, Q,Qf ,∆), a term rewriting system over
Σ, parameterized byA and with global constraints (PGTRS) is
given by a PTRS, denotedR/A, (see Section 2.3) andL ⊆ T (Σ)
an HA language. We say thatL is the constraint ofR. The rewrite
relation generated by the PGTRS is defined as the restrictionof the
relation defined in Section 2.3 to ground terms such that for the
application of a ruleℓ → r ∈ R/A to a termt, we require that
t ∈ L.

THEOREM7. Reachability is undecidable for PGTRS’s with rules
in UFOreg and constraint given by a non recursive DTD.

Proof.The proof is a variant of the one given by A. Spelten [37] for
subterm and flat prefix rewriting. Like in the proof of Theorem5,
we will reduce the halting problem of a Deterministic TuringMa-
chine (TM)M that work on half a tape (unbounded on the right).
However, configurations are now encoded as flat terms.

We consider the same tape alphabetΓ = {0, 1, ♭}, (♭ is the
blank symbol) and state setS = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} of M as in
the proof of Theorem 5, and the following alphabetΣ for the
representation of the configurations ofM.

Σ := {g} ∪ {0, 1, ♭} ∪ (S × Σ) ∪ (S ×Σ)′}.

For instance, the TM configuration with tapeabcde ♭ ♭ . . ., sym-
bol d under head, states, will be represented by the following flat
term ofT (Σ): g(abc〈s, d〉e ♭ ♭).

We shall also use a trivial HA automataA = (Σ, Q′, Q′, δ}) (as
in the proof of Theorem 5) which recognizes only constant symbols
by takingQ′ = {pσ|σ ∈ Σ} andδ = {σ → pσ | σ ∈ Σ}.

We define a PGTRSR/A such that every transition ofM can
be simulated by a sequence of (at most three) rewrite steps with
R/A. Let us first introduce some standard auxiliary PTRS rules
and some word regular languages for controlling rule applications.

For each instruction ofM of type: ”In state s readinga go to
stater and writeb” , we define the following TRS rule:

〈s, a〉(x) → 〈r, b〉(x)

We also define the regular word language

L〈s,a〉 = Γ∗〈s, a〉Γ∗.

For each instruction ofM of type: ”In state s readinga go to
stater and move right”, we define the following PTRS rules of
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typesREN andINSafter (note thatp♭ is a state ofA):

b(x) → 〈r, b〉′(x) for all b ∈ {0, 1, ♭}
♭(x) → ♭(x) p♭
〈s, a〉(x) → a(x)
〈r, b〉′(x) → 〈r, b〉(x) for all b ∈ Γ.

We also define the regular word languages:

L〈s,a〉 = Γ∗〈s, a〉Γ∗

L〈s,a〉′ = Γ∗〈s, a〉′ Γ∗

L〈s,a〉〈r,b〉′ = Γ∗〈s, a〉〈r, b〉′ Γ∗ for all b ∈ Γ.

For each instruction ofM of type: ”In state s readinga go to
stater and move left”, we define the following TRS rules:

b(x) → 〈r, b〉′(x) for all b ∈ {0, 1}
〈s, a〉(x) → a(x)
〈r, b〉′(x) → 〈r, b〉(x) for all b ∈ {0, 1}

We also define the regular word languages:

L〈s,a〉 = Γ∗〈s, a〉Γ∗

L〈s,a〉′ = Γ∗〈s, a〉′ Γ∗

L〈r,b〉′〈s,a〉 = Γ∗〈r, b〉′〈s, a〉Γ∗ for all b ∈ {0, 1}.

The constraint of the PGTRS will be defined by the non recur-
sive DTDD : g → L whereL is the finite union of the regular
languages associated to the instructions ofM as above. Since the
machine to be simulated is deterministic, the union is disjoint.

Our final PGTRS is given byR/A andL so that the rewrite
rules inR/A can only be applied to terms satisfying the DTDD.
With the above constraint, the PGTRS rules ofR/A can only be
applied to terms valid for the DTDD, ensuring a correct chaining
for the application of these rules.

By case inspection we can show that for any couple of TM
configurationsT1, T2 and their respective term encodingst1, t2,
there is a sequence of transitions fromT1 to T2 iff t1 −−−−→

∗

R/A
t2.

The theorem follows. 2

Note that the above result also holds for PGTRS’s with rules are
ground (without variables nor parameters): in the above rewrite
rules, every variablex could be replaced by the empty hedge(), and
every parameter such asp♭ could be replaced by the corresponding
ground term♭. Hence the above result can be contrasted with the
decidability of reachability for ground rewriting [20].

In [1] the author study the more general problem ofsatisfiability
for active XML documents in the context and unranked unordered
terms. This property is shown decidable for insertions constrained
by an unordered DTD, but undecidable when they are constrained
by an unordered HA.

COROLLARY 3. Local inconsistency is undecidable for PGTRS
with rules inUFO+ and with constraint given by a non recursive
DTD.

6. Conclusion
We have proposed a model for the primitive XML updates oper-
ations of [8] based on term rewriting systems parameterizedby
hedge automata (PTRS), and studied the problems of type inference
and typechecking for arbitrary long sequences of such operations.
We have also studied some extensions of the model for selecting the
rewrite positions with XPath expressions (CPTRS) and restricting
of the application of update operations to documents conforming to
a fixed non recursive DTD (PGTRS). Finally, we have shown how
to apply our results to show the decidability of the propertyof local
inconsistency of access control policies for XML updates.

One of our main results of forward type inference (Theorem 2)
requires to use CF-HA (a strict extension of hedge automata)for
output types. One may wonder whether this result could be adapted

to compute regular over-approximations of output types, leading to
an approximating forward type inference algorithm, in an approach
similar to e.g. [39].

Reachability is undecidable for CPTRS rules controlled with
XPath expressions with child and parent axis. The cases of CPTRS
rules controlled with a downward XPath fragment, or a downward
regular XPath fragment, deserve to be considered. Indeed, adecid-
ability result for typechecking in these settings should give a novel
approach (using CPTRS) to known problems on other tree transfor-
mations formalisms (like MTTs or XSLT).

The W3C recommendation [8] defines some priorities for the
application of update operations (for instanceREN has higher pri-
ority thanDEL). The influence of such restriction on type inference
should be investigated. Finally, it could also be interesting to ap-
ply a similar approach for studying updates of unranked unordered
trees.
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